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Increasing levels of cognitive interactions in preservice teachers
using materials created to develop the knowledge base

Educators are aware of a cognitive gulf between ourselves and parents,

policy makers, and even educational administrators. We seek to build

partnerships, yet lack a communicative framework for dialogue. More seriously,
this gulf also exists between teacher educators and preservice teachers. This is

critical because preservice teachers will be taking what they perceive to be our

teaching practices into classrooms and training future generations for a global

economy. For example, projects, papers and even conversations with future

teachers often reveal knowledge that is fragmented, or worse based merely on

rote memory without the benefit of critical analysis (Levine, 1996; Tharp &

Gallimore, 1989). The result is often teachers who can pass written exams (e.g.,

NTE or Praxis), but lack the analytical and pedagogical skills of more

experienced teachers. Moreover, our own teaching methods may inadvertently

reinforce this problem through heavy use of the "one question-one answer"

paradigm. Teacher education programs are being mandated to produce flexible,

reflective and creative teachers (e.g. Carter & Larke, 1995; Darling-Hammond,

1996; Jones-Wilson, 1996); however, the reality is that many of our strategies

used to assist preservice teachers in acquiring the content knowledge may
actually work against us.

Even when personnel in teacher education programs reexamine and

reformulate the content and strategies students still demonstrate deficiencies. We
forget that learning is a transactional communicative experience--not only must

something be taught, but it must be learned. The work of Holt-Reynolds (1995)

illustrates this point. On one level her preservice teacher "got it", yet on a deeper
level they didn't. They comprehended the discrete elements presented to them,
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1C-Newman AERA 1997 3

yet failed to grasp the ramifications of the whole. More disturbing, this failure to

comprehend the entire picture is echoed in the studies of the effectiveness of

"diversity" classes (e.g., Carter & Larke, 1995; Ladson-Billings, 1995) where

despite passing the class, many preservice teachers did not change their essentially

negative perceptions of diverse populations. Therefore, the question must be

"What happened?"

Constructivist theory may provide a clue. This theory is based on the

premise that all knowledge is constructed, either by the learner alone, or by the

learner working with the facilitator (Spivey, 1997). Furthermore, current views

that knowledge should be used as a guide(Donmoyer, 1996), not a mantra to

constructing schema in education would indicate that these preservice teachers

were given new knowledge, but were not assisted in analyzing how this

knowledge would work in an educational setting. Consequently, I believe that

teacher educators must examine the content of their teaching--not only for rigor,

but also for opportunities to engage in "dialogues" with preservice teachers.

These dialogues occur in the classroom, but also through interactions with the

ideas presented. These outside of class dialogues are formed through the use of

modified "guided notes", which form the basis for higher level cognitive

processes on the part of preservice teachers. Therefore, I propose to present

data from an ongoing project being used in several classes in the teacher

education program that not only requires basic learning of the material, but

requires students to use reflective analyses in evaluating the implications of the

knowledge and selecting practices for use in their own future classrooms.

Currently, preservice teachers are only required to "get the answer right", not

think about it.

The theoretical framework is based upon the works of Vygotsky (1962),

and Tharp and Gallimore (1989). Vygotsky (1962) examined the vast amount of
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learning that takes place in social contexts, and maintained that true learning

cannot take place in a social vacuum. This assertion is important because if we

examine the way that most teachers are trained, it is in a format far removed

from most social behaviors. Specifically, it is one-sided, and requires simply rote

memorization. Tharp and Gallimore (1989) examined cross-cultural

perspectives. Specifically they studied how culture shapes what is transmitted,

and well as how it is transmitted. They wrote that despite all of the calls for

educational, teacher, and certification reforms, most teachers still teach the way

that they were taught. Therefore, if teacher educators want to change the quality

of future teaching, we have to change our methods as well. If we want reflective,

insightful teachers who will be able to meet the demands of the 21st century

educational system (e.g., Alley & Jung, 1995), then we have to give them

opportunities to develop those reflective and evaluative skills before they get to

their methods courses .

My method looks at changing one aspect of the learning process -- the

quality of responses required of the learners to printed supplementary materials.

Using Bloom's Taxonomy as a guide, most printed materials for preservice

teachers rely heavily upon building the knowledge and comprehension

components in their students. For example students learn who Piaget is, his levels

of cognitive thinking, and what is expected at each age level. Few learn how to

apply it, or more importantly, how to change instruction to match the cognitive

level of the students to promote positive self-esteem, diversity and inclusion of all

students. Preservice teachers are expected to know the names and descriptions of

different types of programs for gifted students, yet few are asked to evaluate

those programs for effectiveness, or choose which of the many programs would

most likely match their own developing teaching style. I discovered that students

who were presented with study guide materials consisting of both traditional
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activities and activities requiring a choice or selection by the learner were as

likely to complete the latter--even though it required more work than to just pull
it from the text or reading. Using the work of Craik (1973) in memory, I

concluded that those activities that required not only multiple exposures and

increased levels of analysis, but also reflected the personal choice of the learner

would result in educational methods and materials that would be more likely to be

remembered and possibly used in the real classroom setting.

The data comes from preservice teachers in our teacher education program

in upper division classes. The materials examined are supplementary materials

developed to enhance learning through multiple exposures to new content.

Traditional supplementary materials consist of questions requiring mostly rote

answers. The revised materials consist of not only knowledge and comprehension

level questions, but also specific questions requiring choice and then a synthesis

or evaluation of that choice. This allows students the opportunity to become

more active learners as advocated by Cross and Steadman (1996). As can be seen

by the samples attached that creating opportunities for informed decision making,

selection of choices, and analysis of ideas presented, allows preservice teachers to

demonstrate higher levels of cognitive thought as well as take on more

challenging ideas.

If we are to change the type of education in the schools, we must change

the education that teachers experience, especially in the teaching programs.

While we may not be able to impact the size of preservice teacher classes, we can

promote more of a "dialogue" of ideas by allowing preservice teachers to express

and defend views, and make choices about techniques, methods and materials that

they would wish to become more proficient in using. Teachers cannot be

expected to teach critical thinking and analysis if they themselves have never

experienced it. Teachers cannot teach learning for the sake of learning, if they
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have never participated in it, nor can they teach informed decision-making if all

through school the decisions were made for them. Personal choice and personal

investment in learning are unexplored intrinsic motivators for preservice teachers

that may lead to increased numbers of teachers teaching and modeling critical

thinking, as well as building communicative bridges through the active

exploration of ideas.
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ED 312 Study Guide
I Chapter 12 -- Comprehension, Application & Analysis
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1. Read the profiles of the 3 students on page 532. How are these students different from
what society would expect a "gifted" student to he'!

2. Summarize in one phrase each the definitions for giftedness proposed by the following
people and/or agencies, then pick your favorite:

a. Tennan (1925)

h. U.S. Dept of Ed. (1993)

c. Renzulli (1978)

d. Piirto (1994)

e. What is your favorite theory of giftedness & why.

3. List the 5 requirements for assessment proposed by the U.S. Dept of Ed (1993). In your
opinion, which ones are most likely already being done?

4. List & give a quick example of each of the characteristics of giftedness according to
Gallagher & Gallagher(1994), & Piirto(1994).

5. Look at the brown shaded note on p 539 on symbol systems. List one symbol system that
surprised you.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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6. Define asynchronous development. Now, how might it he a problem for a gifted
child, his or her parents, teachers, and/or clinicians?

7. Creativity is another aspect of giftedness. List Guilford's (1987) and Torrance's (1993)
dimensions. Which one appeals to you the most & why?

Guilford (1987)

Torrance (1993)

Preference & why:

8. Read the Profile & Perspectives on pg 542.

a. What surprised you'?

h. on p. 546 how might some of those students get turned off by the school?

9. What is the prevalence of gifted nationally? What factors, which also affect the numbers of
identified special education students, contribute to the range of giftedness across states?

10. List two historical theories of intelligence (and their creators). HINT: If you took ED 328,
remember "The Mismeasure of Man"

11. Look at the questions (Table 12.2) teachers/clinicians may ask about a child? Which 5
could you see yourself asking in order to find "gifted students"?

a.

h.

c.

d.

e.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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KN ED328/1997 -- 6Chapter 3 -- Comprehension and Application
1. Why are informal assessments so valuable to an effective teacher, and yetso hard for a new teacher to use?

2. Take two (2) of Oosterhof's examples of informal assessment listed on pg.25 and briefly describe how you would use it in your teaching of your subjectarea.

a.

b.

3. Oosterhof believes that formal testing will more likely elicit maximumperformance, while informal testing will more likely measure typicalperformance. Your students won't always follow Oosterhof. Therefore, first,define "elicit". Next, describe a situation where the reverse is true.

"elicit" means:

4. Look at Oosterhof's distinction between the terms performance andcapability. How would you describe the difference between the two to a parentof a student?

5. What is an idiosyncrasy? Why is it important to be aware of it (them) ineducation?

6. Why is it important to document your observations and informalassessments? What are drawbacks to documentation in terms of teaching? Whymust a teacher/clinician be aware of confidentiality?

?V AMIABLE 13
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7. For the sections on preliminary, diagnostic, formative, and
summative evaluations, list two points for each that really struck you (made
you stop and think in surprise, agreement or even disagreement).

preliminary
a.

b.

diagnostic

a.

b.

formative

a.

b.

summative

a.

b.



KN ED328/1997 -- ttApplication exercise for Chapter 3
You will need 25 minutes, a cooperative instructor/clinician**, onesheet of paper and a pen/pencil. This is worth .5 OP hour.
Task: Find an instructor/teacher/clinician whose teaching or clinical work you respect(or fear). Sit in the class and keep a tally of how many informal

assessments (probes forunderstanding) that person uses in 25 minutes. For further examination, see if you can charthow the questions are used--do unanswered questions lead to rephrasing, wait time, reteachingor something else. Next, chart the responses--sometimes even unorthodox methods can lead to"positive" results. Finally, describe the motivators.General directions- -he on time, he discreet, do not leave until you are either givenpermission to do so, or leave at a prearranged time, and finally use no names, or clues toidentity. This is an educational exercise, not a witchhunt.

Question #1: How many probes were used, and how were they used?

Question #2: Be kind now, and remember for many of you, there are less than 2years before your own lesson plans either tly or go flop. What were the responses to theprobes? NOW: what would you do differently?

Question #3: What were the motivators and when were they applied?

**BE SURE TO ASK FIRSTImm" Just in case there are any masochistsout there, ED 328 is out- -you should be taking notes for class during class,but ED 312 is OK only if you are not taking it this semester!!

BEST COS AVALOa 15
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m . , ke/r7A-e-zi_o6IY eaell "teAdi-ex), e.01-1 ---A, 6u
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7. For the sections on preliminary, diagnostic, formative, and
summative evaluations, list two points for each that really struck you (made
you stop and think in surprise, agreement or even disagreement).

preliminary
a.

diagnosti

a. (2 911--e--
.141.-

"ae--12

formative

1L")-/
eei42"izZ-7

zJA.A.dinz-e -ae 4;a7zo,,e)

b.

summa

a.

OCV1/4-C
/1d

tiAdiLM *X,4 '4Z e"54Ci- 4414
Mrl7tOLf

Gtr
1 /ka="6,

if-71J,

-7:ke'Lthz4-0
.aeeLkx-t.

thL

b e&elMA-
suzivz-r46tzA,4.-4- fArra_Atern. Ize.1z 60.izze-A-6(

W20 thrt_ 4L-4,4
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Application exercise for Chapter 3
You will need 25 minutes, a cooperative instructor/clinician**, one
sheet of paper and a pen/pencil. This is worth .5 OP hour.

Task: Find an instructotheacherklinician whose teaching or clinical work you respect
(or fear). Sit in the class and keep a tally of how many informal assessments (probes for
understanding) that persoft uses in 25 minutes. For further examination, see if you can chart
how the questions are used--do unanswered questions lead to rephrasing, wait time, reteaching
or something else. Next, chart the responses--sometimes even unorthodox methods can lead to
"positive" results. Finally, describe the motivators.

General directions--he on time, he discreet, do not leave until you are either given
permission to do so, or leave at a prearranged time, and finally use no names, or clues to
identity. This is an educational exercise, not a witchhunt.

Question #1: How many probes were used, and how were they used?

NC) 7,-c_NI--)e v.iere_ ici) u_1-\ less a u. p p ect -141 e_

and aseth h u-,3-1-ion, She vvoLcl6

an\N-er- 411 pe-S-hon patA.Se_ --rvr-any 0 &601 en45

anci v\iii-k +he. i-eSS on

Question #2: Be kind now, and remember for many of you, there are less than 2
years before your own lesson plans either fly or go flop. What were the responses to the
probes? NOW: what would you do differently?

rsi of 601) __T-\,\icki specLA: and So I Can
e.a-e, 00\i ?"`dal K

room c Ch ac_AL on -+K cOrn pi-t---F-er- ass 1 runix.rce.

CA-1-111 tu- -RN k eSOL.DO- (.5 n e_-ed ry-\ p-rt -&-vt.eitiL

Question #3: What were the motivators and when were they applied?

-1- do r) nov\I --I-h \ict-i-Dr5

cion i4: +h-e/ v\i-ere appli--cl or- n64-
lot

**BE SURE TO ASK FIRST"/"I Just in case there are any masochists
out there, ED 328 is out--you should be taking notes for class during class,
but ED 312 is OK only if you are not taking it this semester!!
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Statistical Brain Tea
A student comes to you with the following
in her cumulative record. All scores were
the school year.

Kdg. reading readiness score
math readiness score
language arts
attendance

1st grade reading
math
language arts
social studies
attendance

2nd grade reading
math
science
language arts
attendance

3rd grade reading
math
social studies
science
language arts
recommendations

KN ED328/1997 -- 19

sers #1

information and scores
obtained at the end of

z = +2.00
t = 75
70th percentile
missed 26 days this year
t = 62
t = 72
z = +.89
50th percentile
missed 35 days this year
22nd percentile
z = -1.27
1st percentile
t = 37
missed 56 days due to
hospitalization (heart
surgery) allowed to
advance because of visiting
teacher
grade equiv. = 1.9
t = 27
1st percentile
I st percentile
grade equiv = 1.5
evaluation for special educ.

You are a 4th grade teacher who may get this student in class.What happened to this student? Where did the breakdown occur?Why might special education not be the best option? What would
you suggest in its place?
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Comprehension and Application to be completed atthe end of the statistical section1. You have a student that has scored at the 57th percentile for the district inreading vocabulary, reading comprehension, and math; however, that samestudent scored at the 8th percentile in social studies. What general conclusionsdo you make about that student? What would your plan as an educator be?

2. You take a job teaching in West Virginia. Your students take astandardized test at the end of the year. The average score of your class is the 5thpercentile. When you state that the test may be biased, you are told that the testdevelopers included 125 West Virginia students representing grades1 - 12 in their norming sample of 7500 students. How do you respond?

3. On a standardized test, a student in your class scores at the 8th stanine forthe grade in your school, but the 2nd stanine for the district, and the 4th staninein comparison to the national norm. What do you conclude about the districtnorms with respect to the school and the national ones?

4. You are a speech clinician. You give a test of articulation to a student.The student scores in the borderline range for needing speech therapy, but whencompared to previous scores for other students (same age) from that community,he scores better than most. What do you conclude about the speech patterns ofthe community with respect to standard English? What are your most ethicaloptions?

BEV APIA.Z11-k 20
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